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ABSTRACT: As more information is digitized more and more digital images have been generated around the world. 
Efficient way of description and classification of objects is a well needed application to identify the objects that are 
present in images. Various methods have been developed for the representation aiming to effective classification of 
objects.  

In this paper the knowledge vector code also called Direction-Length Code is used to represent the shape of 
the objects. It compresses the bi-level image, preserves the information at the same time allows a considerable amount 
of data reduction.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Object recognition in computer vision is the identification of objects present in the image via extraction of 
significant features or attributes. Various methods such as colour based representation, texture based representation, 
shape based representation and appearance based representation have been developed to represent objects. More studies 
on these methods are being carried out and advanced techniques are being developed. Shape is an important visual 
feature of objects in an image. Shape based representation of objects gives more clarity about the shape of the objects 
that acts as a more unique and important feature of objects for the further identification of objects. The encoding 
efficiency to represent shapes of objects is also very important for image storage and transmission [1]. 

The input image to the system may be a colour image, a gray scale image or a binary image. These images have to 
be converted to binary images for further processing. Segmentation is an important process in our object recognition 
system as it highlights the objects present in the image from its back ground. The contours are extracted from the 
image, the initial point is identified, the outline tracing algorithm is applied and the vector code is generated. 

 
II. RELATED WORK 

Various contour based shape description techniques such as simple shape descriptors, correspondence based shape 
matching, boundary moments, stochastic method, spectral transform and other structural methods such as chain code 
representation, polygon decomposition and shape invariants have been developed in the past [2-5]. A number of new 
techniques have been proposed in recent years [6,7].  

Global contour shape techniques take the whole shape contour for the shape representation. The shape should be 
described as accurately as possible; on the other hand, a shape description should be as compact as possible to simplify 
indexing and retrieval. Simple global shape descriptors are compact, however, they are very inaccurate shape 
descriptors. They need to be combined with other shape descriptors to create accurate shape descriptors.  

Elastic matching and wavelet methods are complex to implement and match. Auto Regressive (AR) methods 
involve matrix operations which are expensive and it is difficult to associate AR descriptors with any physical meaning. 
Fourier descriptor (FD) is simple to implement, and involves less computation by either using fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) or using truncated Fourier transform computation. The resulting descriptor is also compact and the matching is 
very simple [8]. Compared with Curvature Scale Space (CSS) shape representation, FD is simpler to compute and more 
robust. Boundary moment descriptor is similar to Fourier descriptor, and is easy to acquire. However, unlike Fourier 
descriptor, only the few lower order moment descriptors have physical interpretation. 
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From a historical perspective there have been quite a few principled structural theories for shape perception. 
Chain-code techniques are widely used because they preserve information and allow considerable data reduction. Chain 
codes are used as the standard input format for numerous shape-analysis algorithms. The chain code usually has high 
dimensions and is sensitive to noise [9]. Iivarinen and Visa derived a chain code histogram (CCH) for object 
recognition [10]. The CCH reflects the probabilities of different directions present in a contour. The CHH is translation 
and scale invariant, however, it is only invariant to a rotation of 90◦. Therefore, the normalized CHH (NCHH) is 
proposed. The NCHH reduces the dimensions of chain code representation, but does not solve the noise sensitivity 
problem. 

Syntactic pattern recognition is inspired by the phenomenon that composition of a natural scene is an analogue to 
the composition of a language, that is, sentences are built up from phrases, phrases are built up from words and words 
are built up from alphabets, etc. The matching between shapes can use string matching by finding the minimal number 
of edit operations to convert one string into another. A more general method is to formulate the representation as a 
string grammar. Each primitive is interpreted as a alphabet of some grammar, where a grammar is a set of rules of 
syntax that govern the generation of sentences formed from symbols of the alphabet. The set of sentences generated by 
a grammar G is called its language and is denoted as L(G). Here, sentences are strings of symbols (which in turn 
represent patterns), and languages correspond to pattern class. After grammars have been established, the matching is 
straightforward. For a sentence representing an unknown shape, the task is to decide in which language the shape 
represents a valid sentence. Syntactic shape analysis is based on the theory of formal language [11]. It attempts to 
simulate the structural and hierarchical nature of the human vision system. 
 

III. KNOWLEDGE VECTOR CODE OF OBJECTS 

 

The notion of ‘Picture Description Languages’ refers to the language of digital images defined over a regular array 
of vertices. Having extracted the contour of an image this process involves running through the contour pixel by pixel 
and finding the length of the contour in every possible direction. The symbols used to represent the 8 possible 
directions - 2 horizontal, 2 vertical and 4 diagonal are R, DR, D, DL, L, UL, U and UR. Symbols R, D, L and U are 
elementary symbols and DR, DL, UL and UR are composite symbols of the alphabet. The directions denoted by these 
symbols are shown in Figure 1.  

 

 
Figure 1: Direction Codes 

 
Let us consider an object S present in an image f(x,y). A pixel p at coordinates (x,y) has 4 horizontal and vertical 

neighbours and 4 diagonal neighbours whose coordinates are given by (x+1,y), (x-1,y), (x,y+1), (x,y-1), (x+1,y+1), 
(x+1,y-1), (x-1,y+1), (x-1,y-1).  

The connectivity between the pixels is an important concept used in the field of object recognition. If pixel p with 
coordinates (x,y) and pixel q with coordinates (s,t) are pixels of object S, a path from p to q is a sequence of distinct 
pixels with coordinates (x0, y0), (x1, y1),……….., (xn, yn), where (x0, y0) = (x,y) and (xn, yn) = (s,t), (xi, yi) is adjacent to 
(xi-1, yi-1), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and n is the length of the path. If there a path exists from p to q consisting of pixels in S, then p is 
said to be connected to q. The gap of three or more pixels marks the presence of the next component in the same object 
or the beginning of the next object which can be then found by analysing the relationship among the components. 
Figure 3 shows the vector code generated for the square shaped object. 
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(a) Image of a square      (b) contour map 
 

<104,109>/R81*D81*L81*U80*/<105,109># 
(c ) Vector code 

Figure 2: The vector code of a square 
 
To reduce the complexity of the problem a gap filling algorithm is introduced to fill the small gaps present as noise in the image. A 
higher order pixel representation is considered as shown in figure 3. 
 

 
Figure 3: Higher order pixel representation 

When the immediate neighbour of a pixel is not present, the algorithm looks for the pixels in the next level in the order of 
preferential directions. If pixels found in the next level, the algorithm connects the present pixel position to that in the next level to 
form connectivity thus filling the gap between pixels. 
 

IV. GENERATION OF NORMALIZED KNOWLEDGE VECTOR 
 

It is important to note that, when the diagonal lines appear in the image, they do not appear as the combination of only diagonal 
sides. The direction codes D and R appear with DR lines, D and L appear with DL, U and L appear with UL and U and R direction 
codes appear with UR. Consier the image of a triangle and the corresponding vector code shown below. 

   

    
(a): Binary Image              ( b): Contour 

Figure 4: Image of a triangle 
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The code generated is 
<75,121>/D1*DR2*D1*DR3*R1*DR1*D1*DR3*D1*DR3*D1*R7*D1*DR5*D1*DR2*D1*DR3*R1*DR2*D1*DR
1*D1*DR2*DR4*D2*DR2*R1*DR4*D2*DR7*D2*DR1*R1*DR5*D1*DR1*D1*DR8*D1*DR4*D1*DR3*D1*DR3
*R1*DR1*D1*DR3*D1*DR2*L175*UR3*U1*UR2*U1*UR2*R1*UR3*U1*UR2*U1*UR7*U1*UR7*U2*UR5*R1
*UR1*U1*UR2*U1*UR4*U1*UR7*U1*UR5*U1*UR1*U1*UR4*R1*UR3*U2*UR7*U2*UR1*R1*UR5*U1*UR2*
U1*UR4*U1*UR1*R1*UR2*U1*UR2*/<77,120># 
This is then reduced to single occurrence of eight directions as  
<75,121>/R10*DR82*D23*L175*U21*UR82*/<77,120># 
An approximate measure taken such that when the amount of pixels in a particular direction is less than 10% of its total 
amount of pixels it need to be added to their corresponding major directions. This reduces the memory space needed as 
well as gives a clear idea about the shape of the object.  
Thus the vector code obtained is  
<75,121>/DR110*L175*UR108*/<77,120># 
and then normalized to 100 pixels as 

 DR28*L45*UR27 
So, the final vector is a normalized vector called knowledge vector as it consists of more information of the object in its 
simpler form. 
 

V. OBJECT CLASSIFICATION 

1. Regular shaped objects 
The task of identifying regular shaped objects is simple. From the vector code generated it is observed that 

square consists of 4 basic directions with all lengths equal. Shapes with all the basic directions but with equal 
alternate length can be identified as a rectangle. Shapes with 4 sides consisting of only diagonal directions can be 
considered as rhombus. Let us now consider the triangle that is rotated by 90o to the left,  

 

       
       

(a ) Image        (b) Contour 

Figure 5: Image of a rotated triangle and its contour 

The knowledge vector limited to 8 directions is <34,170>/R15*D184*L16*UL84*U15*UR84*/<35,169># 
and, the normalized vector is    D47*UL27*UR27 
It is observed that this vector code has 1 basic direction and 2 diagonal directions and can be classified as triangle.  
 
Table 2 shows some of the classes of regular polygons with different variations, their corresponding vector code and 
their matching conditions. 
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Table 2: The classes of basic transformed shapes with their vector codes 
 
 

 
 

2. Irregular shaped objects 
The objects in the real world may not be regular always. For the effective identification of irregular shaped objects, 

the shapes of the objects need to be approximated to some regular polygons to which it is closer to. Figure 6 shows an 
image of a flower and its contour taken for this case. 
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(a) Image           (b) Contour 

Figure 6: Image of a flower and its contour 

The vector code for the image of a flower shown above is 
<64,184>/R4*DR2*R2*D1*DR1*R2*DR4*R2*DR1*R1*DR1*D1*DR1*R2*DR1*D1*DR4*R1*DR2*D1*DR4*R1
*DR1*D2*DR3*D1*DR2*R1*DL1*DR1*D1*DR1*R2*UR1*R3*UR1*R5*UR1*R5*UR1*R4*UR1*R32*DR1*UR
1*R2*DR1*R6*D6*DR1*DL1*DR1*D23*DL1*D5*L1*DL1*D3*DL1*D4*DL3*DR4*R2*DR1*R2*DR1*R2*DR1
*R2*DR2*R2*DR1*R1*DR1*D1*DR1*R1*DR1*R2*DR2*R1*DR6*R1*DR2*R1*DR1*D1*DR1*R2*D1*DR1*D
1*DR1*R1*DR1*D1*DR1*R1*DR1*DL6*D1*DL1*L2*D1*DL4*L1*DL2*L1*DL1*D1*DL2*L1*DL2*L2*DL1*
L1*DL4*L2*DL2*L2*DL1*L2*DL2*L2*DL1*L3*D1*DL2*DR1*D2*DR1*D3*DR1*D3*R1*DR1*D4*DR1*D19
*R1*DR1*DL2*D10*DL1*D3*L5*DL1*L13*DL1*UL1*L23*UL1*L4*UL1*L5*UL1*L4*UL1*L3*UL1*L1*DL2
*D2*L1*DL1*D1*DL3*D1*DL4*D1*DL4*L1*DL1*D1*DL1*L1*DL3*DL3*L1*DL2*L1*DL1*L2*DL1*D2*DL1
*L2*DL1*L1*DL1*L1*DL1*L1*DL1*UL2*L2*UL1*L1*UL1*L2*UL1*U2*UL1*L2*UL2*L1*UL2*L1*UL5*L1*
UL2*U1*UL1*L1*UL1*U1*UL1*L1*UL1*U1*UL1*L1*UL1*U1*UL2*U1*UL1*U1*UL1*U1*UL4*DL2*L2*DL
1*L5*DL1*L5*DL1*L6*DL1*L29*UL1*L1*DL1*UL1*L8*U5*UL1*U1*UR1*UL1*U24*UR1*U4*UR2*D1*U3*
UR1*U4*UR3*U2*UL2*L2*UL1*L2*UL1*L2*UL2*L4*UL2*L1*UL1*U1*UL1*L2*UL2*L1*UL2*L2*UL1*L1*
UL1*U2*UL1*L2*UL1*L1*UL1*U1*UL4*U1*UL1*L2*U1*UL1*L1*UL1*U3*UR5*R1*UR1*U1*UR1*R1*UR1
*U1*UR2*R1*UR5*R1*UR1*R2*UR2*R1*UR3*R1*UR2*R1*UR1*R2*UR1*R2*UR2*R2*UR1*R2*UR2*R1*U
R1*U1*UL1*U2*UL2*U3*UL1*U3*UL2*U5*UL1*U20*UR1*U8*UR1*R11*UR1*R26*DR1*R7*DR1*R5*DR1*
R5*DR1*R3*DR1*R2*UR3*D1*U2*UR2*U1*UR3*U1*UR4*R1*UR1*U2*UR1*R1*UR2*U1*UR1*R1*UR1*U1
*UR1*R1*UR2*R1*UR2*R2*UR1*R1*UR1*U1*UR2*R1*UR1*R2*UR1*/<65,183># 
Code with the single occurrence of 8 directions is 
<64,184>/R26+160*DR74*D19+91*DL82*L29+153*UL74*U20+94*UR77*/<65,183># 
And the normalized vector code is 
R3*DR22*D2*DL23*L3*UL22*U2*UR23 

Is identified as a member of the basic shape class circle. 

Consider another example of an image (Figure 7) of a cell phone with rounded edges. 
   

    
(a) Image         (b) Contour 

    
Figure 7 :  Image of a cell phone and its contour 

 
The knowledge vector obtained is 
<103,109>/R171*DR1*R34*DR1*R18*DR1*R2*DR1*R2*DR1*D1*DR1*R1*DR2*R1*DR2*R1*DR1*D2*DR1*
D1*DR1*D41*R1*D1*DL1*D19*DL1*D21*DL1*D21*L1*DL1*D4*DL1*D2*L1*DL1*D1*DL1*L1*DL1*D1*D
L1*L1*DL1*L16*DL1*L3*UL1*L1*DL1*L18*DL1*L29*DL1*L34*DL2*L3*DL2*L4*UL2*L2*UL1*L13*DL1*
L84*UL1*L5*UL1*L3*UL1*L1*UL1*L2*UL11*U1*UL3*U2*UL1*U3*UL2*U1*UL1*U6*UL2*U8*UL1*U6*U
L2*U36*UR2*D1*U5*UR1*U10*UR2*D1*U4*UL2*U1*UL1*L9*UL1*L2*DL1*L24*UL1*L9*UL1*U1*UL2*U
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13*UR2*R17*UR2*R16*D1*DR1*UR2*R1*D1*DR1*UR2*R6*UR1*R6*UR1*R5*DR1*R3*UR1*R3*UR1*R2*U
R1*R1*/<104,109># 
This vector can be limited to single occurrence of 8 directions as 
<103,109>/R223+68*DR16*D102+17*DL20*L189+77*UL39*U36+61*UR18*/<104,109># 
Then normalized to 100 pixels as 

 R26*DR7*D12*DL8*L22*UL13*U4*UR9 

This normalized vector code fits into the shape category of 8 sided shape known as octagon. 
Such irregular shaped objects are classified to fit into one of the classes of the basic shapes and then later detailed 
classification can be done.  
 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper I have reviewed various techniques available in the literature for the recognition of objects. The 
knowledge vector code called Direction Length Code is generated for the description of objects and is used to identify 
the shape of the objects. The performance of the system is analysed and it is noted that in some situations the system 
can perform object recognition very well even in the presence of noise. It also minimizes the need of storage at the 
same time preserving the information. The technique is effective, computationally inexpensive and can be applied to 
shapes with several variations. These codes also can act as a standard input format for numerous shape-analysis 
algorithms. 
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